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Introduction

Abstract
Major depressive disorder is basically a disorder of the integration
of distinct time periods generated in tripartite synapses and the
astroglial networks. If the sequence of time periods is dysregulated,
the patient does not only suffer from emotional impairment but also
from cognitive deficits dependent on the brain region affected. Since
the synaptic interactions operate on feedforward and feedback
mechanisms, I speak of synaptic locations of self-observation in real
time periods, information processing time periods and information
integration time periods. If connexins in the astroglial network are
overexpressed, the number of astrocytic receptors in tripartite
synapses is also overexpressed. In the case of underexpression of
connexins the expression of astrocytic receptors is decreased. In
both states glial-neuronal interactions are dysregulated, incapable
of processing and integrating environmental information in real
time.
The hippocampus and the prefrontal cortex represent preferred
brain regions of emotion generation and cognitive operations.
In the hippocampal astroglial network both gap junctions and
astrocytic receptors may be overexpressed and, as a consequence,
transmitter substances cannot exert their balancing effects. Such
a pathophysiological state operates hyperintentionally, since
intentional programs generated in the astroglial network are not
feasible in real time. Synaptic information processing is protracted
and self-observation cannot take place in real time.
Inversely, in the prefrontal cortex gap junctions and astrocytic
receptors are underexpressed causing shortened synaptic
information processing and synaptic information flooding that
cannot be completely integrated in intentional programming of the
astroglial network. This causes retardation of thought processes.
Emotional and cognitive impairment is experienced as depressed
mood. Effects of antidepressant drugs on balancing glial-neuronal
interactions may be basically caused by the expression of astroglial
connexin proteins representing a promising target of treatment.
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Major depression is a worldwide psychobiological disorder [1].
The basic symptoms are depressed mood and loss of interest or
pleasure [2]. I will primarily focus on depressed mood, emotional
and cognitive impairment. In the present paper the underlying
pathophysiology and its interpretation is outlined.
The brain consists of a double cell structure, the neuronal cell
system and the glial cell system. Various functions of glial cells have
been identified with growing evidence that glia play an important
role in their interaction with neurons. Here, I focus on glial-neuronal
synaptic units, termed tripartite synapses, and the glial network. A
tripartite synapse is composed of the neuronal component (preand postsynapse) and the astrocyte as the glial component. The
interactions occur via transmitter substances, transporters, second
messengers, ions, etc. Extracellular receptors also operate in glialneuronal interactions.
The glial network of astrocytes is organized in domains connected
by gap junctions that embody mainly non-overlapping territories
[3]. Gap junctions in the astrocytic network are built by connexin
proteins composed of two connexons and conducting channels.
Hemichannels (connexons) exert special conducting functions. In
the astrocytic network connexin 43 (Cx43) and connexin 30 (Cx30)
represent the constituting proteins [4].
Intentionality is defined as follows: an intentional program
generates a specific multirelational structure in the inner and outer
environment based on the principle of that program [5]. Selfobservation measures environmental information commanded
and controlled by experience-based intentional programs in
preferred locations in the brain. Dysregulation of self-observation
and hyperintentionality are elaborated in the hypothetical model
proposed.

Hypothetical model of major depression
Major depression is basically a disorder of the integration of
distinct time periods generated in tripartite synapses and the glial
networks. If the sequence of time periods is dysregulated, the patient
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does not only suffer from emotional impairment, but also from deficits
in cognitive function. Normally the activation of the astrocyte by the
neuronal component of the synapse is processed in the millisecond to
second, second to minute, and minute to hour or longer range of glialneuronal interactions. Since these synaptic interactions operate on
feedforward and feedback mechanisms, I speak of synaptic locations
of self-observation in real time periods, information processing time
periods and information integration time periods. The glial network
is composed of gap junctions interconnecting an astrocytic domain
organization within a single astrocyte and between astrocytic domain
organizations into non-overlapping territories.
I hypothesize that if the connexins in the astrocytic network
are overexpressed, the number of astrocytic receptors is also
overexpressed. In the case of underexpression of connexins, the
expression of astrocytic receptors is decreased. In both states glialneuronal interactions are dysregulated, incapable of processing and
integrating environmental information in real time.
The hippocampus and the prefrontal cortex represent preferred
brain regions of emotion generation and cognitive operations. In the
hippocampal astrocytic network gap junctions as well as astrocytic
receptors in tripartite synapses may be overexpressed, and as a
result neurotransmitter substances cannot exert their balancing
effects. The overexpression of connexins in gap junctions generates
intentional programs that are not feasible in real time. Such a
pathophysiological state operates hyperintentionally. Since synaptic
information processing is protracted, the patients’ self-observation is
not appropriate to his/her intentional programs.
Inversely, in the prefrontal cortex gap junction proteins and
astrocytic receptors are underexpressed, causing a shortened
synaptic information processing. Astrocytic receptors are stressed
by neuronal activations incompletely processed in the astrocytic
network due to reduced gap junction proteins (connexins, Cx). This

kind of information flooding cannot be integrated in the intentional
programming of the gap junction network. As a consequence, thought
processes are retarded, as for instance in monosyllabic speech. The
impairment of emotion generation and cognitive function may be
a result of incomplete self-observations with regard to intentional
programs and environmental information, experienced as depressed
mood.

Outline of a tripartite synapse and the astroglial network
Tripartite synapse: The basic anatomical components of a
tripartite synapse are composed of the presynaptic neuron, the
postsynaptic neuron, and the astrocyte embodying the glial cell with a
synaptic cleft in between. The glial-neuronal interactions in chemical
tripartite synapses occur via neurotransmitters, gliotransmitters and
other substances (neuromodulators, neurotransporters, ions, etc.).
Experimental neurophysiological research has demonstrated that the
glial system exerts a modulatory function in its interactions with the
neuronal system [6]. Since the topic of the present study is focused
on tripartite synapses and the astrocytic network, other main glial
structures and functions (oligodendroglia, myelin, microglia, etc.) are
not considered. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of glial-neuronal
interactions in the tripartite synapse [7].
Sensori-motor networks compute environmental information
activating the presynapse [1]. The activated presynapse releases
neurotransmitter substances (NT) occupying both postsynaptic
receptors (por) and receptors on the astrocyte (acr) [2]. NT also
activate gap junctions (g.j.) in the astrocytic network (syncytium)
enhancing the spreading of calcium waves (Ca2+) [3]. In parallel,
the occupancy of acr by NT also activates Ca2+ within the astrocyte
[4]. This mechanism exerts the production of gliotransmitters (GT)
[5,6] within the astrocyte. The occupancy of extrasynaptic and
pre- and postsynaptic receptors (psr, por) by GT is excitatory [7]
and on extrasynaptic por inhibitory [8]. Neurotransmission is also

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of possible glial-neuronal interactions at the glutamatergic tripartite synapse.
Sensori-motor networks compute environmental information activating the presynapse [1]. The activated presynapse releases glutamate (GLU) occupying both
postsynaptic receptors (poR) and receptors on the astrocyte (acR) [2]. GLU also activates gap junctions (g.j.) in the astrocytic syncytium, enhancing the spreading
of Ca 2+ waves [3]. In parallel, the occupancy of acR by GLU also activates Ca2+ within the astrocyte [4]. This mechanism exerts the production of GLU [5] and
adenosinetriphosphate (ATP) [6] within the astrocyte, now functioning as gliotransmitters, whereas the occupancy of the extrasynaptic and pre- and postsynaptic
receptors by GLU is excitatory [7], the occupancy of these receptors by ATP is inhibitory [8]. In addition, neurotransmission is also inactivated by the reuptake of
GLU in the membrane of the presynapse mediated by transporter molecules (t) [9]. ATP inhibits the presynaptic terminal via occupancy of cognate receptors (prR)
temporarily turning off synaptic neurotransmission in the sense of a negative feedback [10]. Synaptic information processing is transmitted to neuronal networks
activating the synapse again [11].
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inactivated by the reuptake of NT in the presynaptic membrane
mediated by transporter molecules (t) [9]. Moreover, GT inhibit
the presynaptic terminal via occupancy of psr temporarily turning
off synaptic transmission in the sense of a negative feedback [10].
Synaptic information processing can be transmitted to the neuronal
network activating the synapse again [11].

exerted by individual cells. Gap junctions of an astrocytic syncytium
consist of connexins forming gap junction channels by hemichannels
of different kinds [4]. Whereas astrocytes are interconnected with
their neighbors via gap junctions, the interactions of astrocytes with
neurons occur mainly in tripartite synapses [8].

Astroglial network: The biological structure proposed focuses
on gap junctions between astrocytes, the main glial cell type beside
oligodendrocytes and microglia. Gap junctions provide a structural
link by which single cells are coupled to build a functional network,
called syncytium, with communication dynamics that cannot be

The number and composition of gap junctions can be dynamically
regulated by upregulating connexin biosynthesis or decreasing the
rate of connexin degradation in the endoplasmic reticulum, and by
enhancing gap junction assembly. If gap junctions are frequently
coupled within time scales of seconds or hours, they form plaques [4].

Figure 2: Outline of an astrocytic syncytium.
Six astrocytes (Ac1 …Ac6) are interconnected via fifteen gap junctions (g.j.) building a complete syncytium. Each astrocyte contacts a neuronal synapse (tripartite
synapse). For the sake of clarity, only one synaptic contact is shown (Sy).

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of a balanced tripartite synapse and the glial network.
Neurotransmitters (NT) occupy astrocytic receptors (acr) and postsynaptic receptors (por) released from the presynapse (double headed arrows: activation
and reuptake). The activation of acr by NT activates Ca2+ that interacts with the glial network (depicted as lattice). Activated Ca2+ causes the production of
gliotransmitters (GT) that occupy extrasynaptic receptors (esr) and in parallel exert a feedback to presynaptic receptors (psr). The balance of receptors and
transmitter substances enables a normal synaptic information processing.
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Figure 2 shows a diagrammatic schema depicting an astrocytic
syncytium (a). Six astrocytes (Ac1 … Ac6) are completely interconnected
via fifteen gap junctions (g.j.). Each astrocyte contacts a neuronal
synapse building a tripartite synapse (tSy, only one is shown). This
simple diagram refers to the elementary components and their
connections in the astrocytic network [9]. Based on this diagram of
the astroglial network I have described a formalism of intentional
programming in these networks [5]. Generation of pathways via
gap junctions is interpreted by intentional programming which may
command and control information processing of tripartite synapses.

Balanced and imbalanced glial-neuronal interactions in
tripartite synapses and the astrocytic network
Balanced glial-neuronal interaction: Figure 3 represents
a schematic diagram in which pre- and postsynaptic receptors
and astrocytic receptors are balanced via neuronal and glial
transmitter substances. The gap junction network depicts a lattice
(gliotransmitters) that represents a structure appropriate to synaptic
information processing. The basic mechanisms operate balanced in
the tripartite synapse as shown in figure 1.
Imbalanced information processing:
Hippocampus: The hippocampus embodies a mainly emotion
generating brain region. Figure 4 depicts an overexpressed gap junction
network (increased interconnecting lines compared to figure 3).
Astrocytic receptors are overexpressed. Overexpressed astrocytic
receptors cause an incomplete activation by neuronal transmitter
substances (dashed lines). This relative lack of neurotransmitter
substances (NT) and the decreased production of gliotransmitters
(GT) protract the feedback mechanism on cognate presynaptic
and extracellular receptors (dashed lines). Such a disorder implies
the interpretation that the gap junction network and the astrocytic
receptors function hyperintentionally. Given a tripartite synapse
as a self-reflexive system [10], self-observation does not operate in
real time but is dysregulated. Together, these pathophysiological
mechanisms may be fundamentally responsible for emotional
impairment in depression.
Prefrontal cortex: The prefrontal cortex is specialized
for cognitive operations. Figure 5 outlines an underexpressed
gap junction network (decreased interconnecting lines) and
underexpressed astrocytic receptors. Contrarily to the hippocampal

imbalance the production of neurotransmitters (NT) overloads
astrocytic receptors. The same flooding occurs by gliotransmitters
(GT) on presynaptic and extrasynaptic receptors, because of their
increased production generated by overactivated Ca2+ waves through
NT. GT flooding of cognate presynaptic and extrasynaptic receptors
shorten the feedback function of synaptic information transmission.
In addition, these pathophysiological operations are based on
incomplete intentional programming in the gap junction network
and on shortened self-observation incomplete for integrative synaptic
information processing. Together, the imbalances in the prefrontal
cortex described may be responsible at least in part for cognitive
impairment in major depression.

Effects of antidepressant drugs
Growing experimental evidence indicates effects of
antidepressant drugs on both neuronal and astrocytic transporters
inhibiting transmitter re-uptake. Generally, various impairments of
the glial cell system in major depressive disorder have been identified
[11,12]. Experimental research mainly investigates mechanisms of
selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitors (SSRI) in neuronal synapses
and their networks in various brain regions [13]. The search for
common mechanisms working in synaptic imbalances and network
dysregulations that may be responsible for major depressive disorder
and the pathophysiology of neurological and neuropsychiatric brain
disorders as a whole represents a severe problem.
A mostly recent study based on excellent methodology may
support my model of the pathophysiology of major depression.
Quesseveur and coworkers [14] investigated the role of hippocampal
astroglial connexin 43 in emotionality and the effects of SSRIs and
stress. The main result is this: considering that phosphorylation is
a prerequisite for acute function of connexins [15], the therapeutic
effects of antidepressant drugs might implicate the functional
inactivation of Cx43. However, other data show that chronic treatment
with antidepressant drugs such as fluoxetine or duloxetine increases
Cx43 gap junction coupling [16]. In addition, functional imaging
studies of patients with depression indicate that the clinical response
of fluoxetine is a decreased functional activity of limbic regions
including the hippocampus and, on the other hand, an increased
functional activity in the cortex [17]. Hence, it is decisive which brain
region is referred to concerning the mechanism of phosphorylation,
i.e. hippocampus or prefrontal cortex. Hippocampal and cortical

Figure 4: Outline of an overexpressed glial network and overexpressed astrocytic receptors.
Gap junctions in the glial network are overexpressed (increase of interconnecting lines) as well as astrocytic receptors (acr). A relative lack of neurotransmitters
(NT) cannot occupy acr (dashed lines) so that Ca2+ activation and gliotransmitter (GT) production is decreased. This leads to a protracted feedback on
presynaptic receptors (psr) (dashed lines). The activation of extrasynaptic receptors (esr) is also protracted (dashed lines).
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Figure 5: Outline of an underexpressed glial network and underexpressed astrocytic receptors.
Gap junctions in the glial network are underexpressed (decrease of interconnecting lines) as well as astrocytic receptors (acr). Neurotransmitters (NT) overactivate
(increase of lines) acr and calcium ions (Ca2+) causing an increased production of gliotransmitters (GT). This leads to a shortened feedback on presynaptic
receptors (psr) and overactivation of extrasynaptic receptors (esr).

astrocytes may have different impact on neuronal activity dependent
on their cellular and molecular environment. This implies that
therapeutic responses similar to antidepressant-like effects are based
on activation of Cx43 gap junction channels in the cortex but on
inactivation in the hippocampus. Moreover, the expression of Cx43
[18] suggests that enhanced hemichannel activity in astrocytes might
contribute to dysfunction in emotional brain circuits [14].
The most important result of this study discussed is that the
degree of Cx43 phosphorylation influences the expression of
connexin proteins with different effects on overexpressed and
underexpressed astrocytic gap junction networks. In this case
my pathophysiological model of depression may explain why
the fundamental therapeutic activity of antidepressant drugs
on Cx43 hemichannel activity in emotion generating regions
of the hippocampus exerts a decreased expression, whereas the
activity of Cx43 resulting from a lower level of phosphorylation
exerts an increased production of Cx43 proteins in the cognition
processing region of the prefrontal cortex. These mechanisms may
be elementary for balancing imbalances in tripartite synapses and
their networks (Figure 3 and Figure 5).
In addition, there is evidence that SSRIs inhibit 5-HT uptake
through blockade of neuronal and glial serotonin transporters with
the subsequent increase of extracellular 5-HT levels contributing
to activate astroglial 5-HT receptors [19], which in turn might
directly regulate Cx function or expression. Since these balancing
mechanisms in synaptic glial-neuronal interactions may be based
on different phosphorylation degrees in emotion and cognition
processing regions in brains with depression, new substances that
target phosphorylation in pertinent brain regions may be very
promising. In this context, Autry and coworkers [20] found that
ketamine-mediated N-methyl-D-asparate receptor (NMDAR)
blockade at rest deactivates eukariotic elongation factor 2 (eEF2)
kinase resulting in reduced eEF2 phosphorylation and depression
of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) translation inducing
fast-acting behavioral antidepressant-like effects. It is concluded
that protein synthesis regulation (phosphorylation) by spontaneous
neurotransmission may serve as a viable therapeutic target for
fast-acting antidepressant development. However, this study does
not explicitly refer to neuronal-glial interactions and it lacks a
comprehensive pathophysiological model.
Mitterauer. Int J Brain Disord Treat 2016, 2:015

Intentionality and self-observation dysregulated in major
depression
Mechanisms guiding thought and action in accordance with
internal intentions are described especially in neuroscience of will
action [21]. In the pathophysiology of psychobiological disorders
actions driven by a current environmental stimulus may be
incompatible with an individual’s goals, yet the regulation or control
of these distinct action pathways is necessary in order to act in a
goal-directed manner [22]. In normal glial-neuronal interactions
the glial network may generate intentional programs [5] that select
appropriate information from the neuronal component determined
by experiences in distinct time scales [10]. In biological language of
experimental research [23] tripartite synapses embody measurement
instruments of environmental information commanded and
controlled by the internal state of the glial network at interaction time
x. In addition, the organization within a single astrocyte operates as
a reflexive system that offers to characterize tripartite synapses as
startpoints of self-observation [24]. Since the pattern of an intentional
program determines the feasibility of complete self-observation,
over-or underexpressed glial gap junction networks cause disorders
of self-observation.
In depression the overexpressed glial network and astrocytic
receptors operate hyperintentionally in emotion processing
regions. Therefore, the patients are incapable of integrating
actual information from the environment in real time. Since this
physiological dysregulation basically occurs in the hippocampus
and related regions, a patient with depression is not emotionally
affected by actual informations or events in the environment, in the
sense of emotional retardation. In parallel, cognition processing
areas as the prefrontal cortex may be impaired by underexpressed
gap junction networks and astrocytic receptors. Here,
environmental informations cannot be “grasped” in momentum,
so that the patient is irritated by information flooding and selfobservation is fragmented, leading to agitated self-observation
and behavior. Together, in major depressive disorder emotional
dysregulation may be caused by protracted self-observation and
cognitive dysregulation by shortened self-observation. Both kinds
of information processing are incomplete and result in emotional
retardation, cognitive agitation, and in various known symptoms
on the behavioral level.
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Testing the theory and final remarks
First of all, testing the theory proposed requests a questionnaire
for exploring the intentional state of a patient suffering from
depression. In the case of hyperintentionality non-feasibility of
intentions may basically cause a depressive mood. Positron Emission
Tomography (PET) is a promising approach for in vivo quantification
of over- or underexpressed gap junctions responsible for imbalanced
information processing in glial networks of the hippocampus and
prefrontal cortex. Currently, it is possible to quantify synaptic density
in the living brain using synaptic glycoprotein 2A radioligand ((11)C)
UBC-J combined with PET [25]. Although Finnema and coworkers
[26] use synaptic vesicle glycoprotein 2A, it should be possible to
apply connexin protein 43 for testing my model of major depressive
disorder.
My approach to depression research is based on interdisciplinary
science. The pathophysiological model dates back to 2004 [27] with
subsequent elaborations according to current experimental results.
The concept of intentionality plays an important role in neuroscience
whereas the concept of self-observation is neglected, at least with
concern to glial-neuronal interactions. However, in all areas of
interdisciplinary research an understanding of brain structures and
functions requires a fundamental theory of self-observation. The
proposed hypothetical model might be explanatory with regard
to the pathogenesis of basic symptoms of major depression [28].
Most importantly, improvements of biological treatment should be
possible. Halassa and Haydon [29] suggested that first-treatment
of a major brain dysfunction will be through small molecules on
biologically targeted glia. I suppose that phosphorylation may provide
a promising step in this direction.
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